Plan your Total Eclipse through a lens of inclusion!

ECLIPSE ACTIVITY RESOURCES

ALTERNATE EXPERIENCES WITHOUT VISUALLY VIEWING:
- Eclipse Soundscapes
- How Blind Astronomers Will Observe the Solar Eclipse - The Atlantic
- Eclipse Soundscapes | NASA Solar System Exploration
- NASA Braille Books - https://sservi.nasa.gov/books/eclipses.html
- Light Sound Device

ECLIPSE EVENT SUPPIES:
- Postcard (English/Spanish)
- Bulk rolls of solar filter material
- Reputable Viewing Device Vendors
- Purchasing RMSC Eclipse Glasses

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS:
- What is an eclipse?
- Line of Totality Map
- Learn from NASA
- Check out YOUR local Eclipse Planning groups, like Rochester, NY's

ALTERNATE WAYS TO VIEW:
- Making a camera obscura (use a tent with walls to do this outside)
- Pinhole Viewing
- How To See A Solar Eclipse If You Don't Have Eclipse Glasses (sciencefriday.com)
- Build a Solar Eclipse Viewer | National Geographic Society

VIEWING SAFETY:
- IDD Provider Safety Tips to View the August Solar Eclipse (campaign-archive.com)
- Eclipse Safety
- Eclipse Selfies
- Driving During the Eclipse

There's more you can do!

Contact us now for a consultation on YOUR eclipse event!

RAA@RochesterAccessibleAdventures.org     585-491-6011
www.RochesterAccessibleAdventures.org